
Wild dogsWild dogs

The largest dog is the wolf. It looks like a The largest dog is the wolf. It looks like a 
German Shepherd.The color of the wolves are German Shepherd.The color of the wolves are 
black and white.black and white.
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                  C oyotesC oyotes
 Coyotes look like a small wolf. Coytes Coyotes look like a small wolf. Coytes 

are found in many parts of the United are found in many parts of the United 
States.They eat rabbits, mice and dead States.They eat rabbits, mice and dead 
animals.animals.

http://webpages.charter.net/trapperman/Webpics/coyote17.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/98/Coyote_arizona.jpg/220px-Coyote_arizona.jpg


            F. O .X .E .S <F. O .X .E .S <
 Foxes look like a small, thin dog. But all Foxes look like a small, thin dog. But all 

foxes have different colored fur and  foxes have different colored fur and  
bushy tails and long snouts. Foxes live bushy tails and long snouts. Foxes live 
throughout most of the world .throughout most of the world .

http://fantasticanimals.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/foxes_3.jpg


                                      JackalsJackals   
   Did you know Jackals are wild dogs and Did you know Jackals are wild dogs and 

looks a lot like foxes? They mostly eat` looks a lot like foxes? They mostly eat` 
anything that is a small animal, mostly anything that is a small animal, mostly 
dead animals. You will only catch them in dead animals. You will only catch them in 
Africa and Asia.Africa and Asia.



                          DingeousDingeous
   Dingeous are medium–sized dogs found Dingeous are medium–sized dogs found 

only in Australia. In the wild, dingeous only in Australia. In the wild, dingeous 
howl instead of bark. Dingeous eat sheep howl instead of bark. Dingeous eat sheep 
and small kangaroos .The Australian and small kangaroos .The Australian 
government has tried to get rid of these government has tried to get rid of these 
wild dogs .wild dogs .
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